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l. INTRODUCTION

During the period July 7th to August 15th, 1974, ground 

geophysical surveys were carried out for Mcintyre Mines 

Limited in the Matheson Area, Ontario, by Terraquest Surveys 

Limited, Toronto. The work was supervised and interpreted 

by Paterson, Grant St Watson Limited, Toronto.

The surveys were performed on nine (9) properties staked 

by Mcintyre Mines Limited to cover AEM (airborne EM) anomalies 

detected during a helicopter-borne EM and magnetometer survey 

conducted in the area in April, 1974. The purpose of the 

ground geophysical work was to locate the conductors on the 

ground and to determine, if possible, the shape and physical 

properties of the conducting material'. On the basis of these 

results and geological work carried out simultaneously, 

decisions would be made regarding further exploration by diamond 

drilling.

This report has been prepared by Paterson, Grant St Watson 

Limited on the basis of geophysical and geological surveys 

completed as of August 31st, 1974.
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2. PROPERTY AND ACCESS

Figure l shows the location of 15 grids in the Matheson 

Area, on which ground geophysical work was performed. 

Ten of these grids are on Mcintyre properties, and nine of 

them were covered by systematic line cutting and geophysical 

work. -

The following report concerns only the following Mcintyre

property in Knox Township:

Knox I (30 claims):

L-401817 to 401829 inclusive 

L-401857 to 401868 inclusive 

L-413234 to 413238 inclusive
i 
v

The above claims are on record in the Mining Recorder's Office, 

Kirkland Lake, Ontario.

Of the above claims, the only ones covered by the ground 

geophysical survey are:

L-401827 to 401829 inclusive, 

(3 claims).



Detail grid , surveyed on 
Mclnlyre properly

Reconnaissance qnd. surveyed 
on Mcintyre property

Reconnaissance grid, surveyed 
on open ground

Outline of 1974 Mrluy 
tiulicopler - borne l M l 
magnetometer survey

MCINTYRE MIMES LIMITED
INDEX MAP

1974 G ROUND 6 AIRBORNE
GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS, 

MATHESON AR EA, ONTARIO
H T l s. Q tA/Nl Hem i"'4 miles

PATERSON GRANT i WAT SON LIMITED
CIINMIM INO lltOPHVMl Kl si, lOfl. i.', l iV l ANAIH
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The only access to the Knox I property in the summer months 

is by helicopter to the property itself or by float- or 

ski-equipped aircraft to Bob's Lake, which lies adjacent to 

the claims on the north side. In the winter, the property 

can be reached by snowmobile from the Shallow River to the 

south or the Abitibi River to the north.

S
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3. GEOLOGY

The regional geology of the area is described on Ontario 

Division of Mines Geological Compilation Series Map 2205 

"Timmins-Kirkland Lake" at scale l" to 4 miles. The area 

is also covered at scale l" to l mile by Ontario Division 

of Mines Preliminary Maps P-119 "Matheson-Black Sheet" and 

P-132 "Hanna-Coulson Sheet".

The area is underlain by early Precambrian metavolcanic, 

metasedimentary and metamorphosed mafic and ultramafic rocks. 

The strike of these units is generally west-northwest, changing 

to east-west in Rickard, Wilkie and Coulson Townships.

The metavolcanic rocks include both felsic and mafic units. 

Both pyroclastic and flow rocks are represented.

The metasediments, consisting of greywacke, siltstone, slate 

and argillite are found mainly in Beattie and Coulson 

Townships, in the latter case forming a broad syncline. In 

Beattie Township the sediments are bounded on the south side 

by the Porcupine-Destor fault and on the north side by a fault 

complex linking with the Pipestone fault further to the west.
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Mafic and ultramafic rocks of composition varying from 

diorite to serpentinite, occur predominantly in synclines 

in Munro and northeastern Beattie Townships. These rocks 

appear to be generally concordant with the surrounding 

metavolcanics, at least on a regional scale.

Intrusions of quartz porphyry and quartz-feldspar porphyry 

are observed in Munro, Coulson and Wilkie Townships. Late 

Precambrian diabase dykes of probable Matachewan age cut 

all of the rocks in a generally north to north-northeast 

direction. This is also one of the predominant directions 

of fracturing and block faulting. Larger, continuous dykes 

of probable Keweenawan age cross the area in an east-northeast 

direction, and these are clearly visible on the published 

aeromagnetic maps.

Mineral production in the area includes gold, nickel-copper, 

cobalt, and asbestos. With the exception of the gold, all 

of the above mineralization appears to be in association 

with the mafic/ultramafic intrusive rocks. Gold production 

has been from relatively small deposits in the metavolcanics. 

Minor copper-zinc-lead mineralization has been observed in 

the metavolcanics in Wilkie, Munro and Guibord Townships. 

Drilling has also encountered minor base metal mineralization 

in both metavolcanic and metasedimentary rocks elsewhere in 

the area.
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A geological compilation has been prepared by Mcintyre 

Mines Limited at scale l" to l mile incorporating all of 

the published geological information and mineral deposit 

locations.

Detailed compilations at scale l" to h mile have been prepared 

by the Ontario Division of Mines on all drilling and 

geophysical data recorded by companies in the area.
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4. PREVIOUS WORK

Portions of the area have been intensively explored by both 

surface and underground methods. This is particularly so 

in the vicinity of producing mines in Munro and Beattie 

Townships. Other parts of the area, notably Rickard, 

Knox, Wilkie and Coulson Townships, appear to be relatively 

unexplored.

The whole area is known to have been covered at least twice 

by AEM/magnetometer surveys at a line spacing of about ^ mile. 

More detailed AEM surveys have been conducted in portions of 

Guibord and Coulson Townships. Ground geophysical surveys 

performed as a followup to the airborne programs, and on a 

property examination basis, are scattered throughout the area.

All of the information.concerning the above work, available 

from the Mining Recorder's Office at Kirkland Lake, has been 

compiled by Mcintyre Mines Limited on'a series of geophysical 

and geological compilation sheets, by townships, at scale l" 

to \ mile.
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Most of the area was surveyed in July, 1970, by Barringer 

Research Limited by the magnetic, Radiophase, E-Phase and 

gamma-ray spectrometer methods. The results of these surveys 

have been published as Ontario Division of Mines Preliminary 

Maps P-641 to P-664 inclusive.

In April, 1974, Mcintyre Mines Limited commissioned Aerodat 

Limited, Toronto, to perform a helicopter-borne EM/magnetometer 

survey of the area at a line interval of 1/8th mile. The 

outline of this survey is shown in Figure 1. Line direction 

was north-south. The more significant conductors located by 

this survey, lying on open ground, were staked by Mcintyre 

Mines Limited in May-June, 1974. Additional claims were staked 

in July-August, 1974. The geophysical surveys that are the 

subject of this report were performed on the above claims.
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5. SURVEY SPECIFICATIONS

Instrumentation

5.1.1 Electromagnetic 

Instrument: 

Frequency: 

Coil Spacing:

Quantities 
Measured:

Geonics EM-17 Horizontal Loop 

1,600 hz. 

400 feet

In-phase and quadrature components 
of the vertical secondary field 

referenced to the vertical primary 
field at the receiver.

5.1.2 Magnetic

Instrument: 

Accuracy:

Quantities 
Measured:

McPhar M-700 

-10 gamma

\

Vertical magnetic field intensity.

*



f
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5.2 Procedures

5.2.1 Electromagnetic Survey

The standard in-line traverse method was used on 

this survey. Station interval was 100 feet. 

Because basic coverage was at a coil .spacing of 400 

feet, and picket lines were cut to the boundaries 

of the claim group only, readings could not be 

taken closer than 200 feet from the outer claim 

boundaries.

5.2.2 Magnetic Survey

Magnetometer readings were taken at 50-foot 

intervals. Diurnal variation was removed by 

the standard base-looping method.
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6. SURVEY RESULTS

6.1 Presentation

The magnetic results are presented in contour form in 

Figure Kn-3. The HEM results are presented in profile 

form in Figure Kn-2. All maps are at scale l" to 200'. 

The vertical scale of the HEM profiles is l" to

6.2 Interpretation

The HEM survey detected a strong conductor 100-150 feet 

south of the plotted AEM conductor location. The HEM 

conductor is continuous for at least 1,500 feet. At the 

western end it appears to branch into two narrow conductors 

before terminating. Faulting may be present west of

Line 12E. At the eastern end the conductor extends to
i 

the limit of the area surveyed.

Conductance (conductivity x thickness) of the conductor 

is believed to be quite high (more than 7 mhos) .A 

width of up to 100 feet is suggested. Depth appears to be 

less than 30 feet but cannot be more closely judged as no 

EM detailing was carried out.
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The HEM conductor is non-magnetic and occurs in an area 

of relatively low magnetic relief. The minor magnetic 

variations in the magnetic survey are attributable to the 

metavolcanic country rocks. Geological mapping shows 

outcrop to the north and south of the conductor, consisting 

of massive to fragmental dacite and andesite. Pyrite up 

to 21 is noted quite close to the conductor.

The AEM conductor has characteristics typical of both 

massive sulphides and graphite. Neither pyrrhotite nor 

magnetite are present in significant amounts. The conductor 

is shallow, and it might be possible to distinguish 

between sulphide and graphite by means of a gravity survey.
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7. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The HEM survey succeeded in locating the AEM conductor and 

tracing it for more than 1,500 feet. The characteristics of 

the conductor are typical of both massive sulphides and 

graphite. Neither pyrrhotite nor magnetite are present in

significant amounts.

Though gravity work might be able to confirm the presence of 

massive sulphides, it would not indicate whether disseminated 

sulphides were present or not. It is therefore recommended 

that diamond drilling be carried out to test the conductor at 

7+50S on Line 16E. A suitable hole would be located at 4+75S 

and dip southward at 45O , intersecting the north edge of the 

conductor at a vertical depth of approximately 225 feet.



If mineralization of interest is located in the above hole, 

the HEM and ir.agne tome ter survey should be extended over the 

adjacent claims to the south and further drilling should be

carried out.

Respectfully submitted,

PATERSON, GRANT E, WATSON LIMITED

NORMAN R. PATERSON, Ph.D., P.Eng. 
Consulting Geophysicist

t



GEOPHYSICAL - GEOLOGIC 
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TO BE ATTACHED AS AN APPENDIX TO TECHNICAL REPORT
FACTS SHOWN HERE NEED NOT BE REPEATED IN REPORT

TECHNICAL REPORT MUST CONTAIN INTERPRETATION, CONCLUSIONS ETC.

Type of Survey Rp.nphysica] 

Township or A rea KNOX TOWMSHTP
Claim hni.w.) Mcintyre Mines Limited 

Toronto

Author of Report, Dr.N.R.Paterson
Suite 2306,401 Bay St.,Toronto, M5H 2Y4 

Covering Dates of s..™,, June 20 - September 15, 1974
(linecutting to office)

Total Miles of Line r.,t 2.6 mi.___________________

SPECIAL PROVISIONS 
CREDITS REQUESTED

ENTER 40 days (includes 
line cutting) for first 
survey.
ENTER 20 days for each 
additional survey using 
same grid.

DAYS 
per claim

20
Geophysical
—Electromagnetic
—Magnetometer____40.
—Radiometric——————
—Other__________
Geological.
Geochemical.

AIRBORNE CREDITS (Special provision credits do not apply to airborne survey*)

Magnetometer Electromagnetic . Radiometric
(enter days per claim)

SIGNAT
Author of Report or Agent

PROJECTS SECTION 
Res. Oenl. L \ D Qualifications. . /PL "7l
Previous Surveys

Checked by. .date.

GEOLOGICAL BRANCH.

-date.

GEOLOGICAL BRANCH.

Approved by. -date.

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED 
List numerically

x)

2ft,

M.

(number)

TOTAL CLAIMS———l



Show instrument technical data in each space for 
type of survey submitted or indicate "not applicable"

GEOPHYSICAL TECHNICAL DATA

,,,. l ...
"lifl?-6' "

GROUND SURVEYS

Number of Station* Mag. 243; EM 77 Kf..mlW
Station interval Mag. 50 ft.; EM 100 ft.

' y ne sparing 400 ft.

Profile scale or Contour intervale Mag, contours 50 gamma y P!M
(specify for each type of survey)

MAGNETIC

, t i Instrument McPhar M-700 Fluxgate

Accuracy - Scale constant— 
Diurnal correction method. 
Base station location____Bape-1 ^ftf Q to 12E f QVery 400 ft.

frj "- ? 4 ? j ffiM 7 7

1"aiOnft

ELECTROMAGNETIC
GeOHJCS EM-17Instrument___

Coil rnnfignratinn Horizontal LOOP -—————————----———M : p^(^

Coil^mtinn 400 ft.; detailing @ 300 ft. and 200 ft.
Accuracy- 
Method:
Freqnenry

CD Fixed transmitter
1,600 hz.—^-^^

D Shoot back
' 

03 Inline
' 

.O 'Parallel line

Parameters 
GRAVITY

Instrument^-— 
Scale constant.
Corrections made.

(specify V.L.F. nation) , ,, , ,, . .
In-phase and quadrature components in percent

Base station value and location.

K'-

Elevation accuracy -——————————-^-——.
INDUCED POLARIZATION - RESISTIVITY

Instrument
Time domain
Frequency
Power

Frequency domain. 
Range ____ ; —^~

Electrode array... 
Electrode spacing. 
Type of electrode,

i
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THE TOWNSHIP 
OF

KNOX
DISTRICT OF 
COCHRANE

LARDER LAKE 
MINING DIVISION

SCALE' HNChh 40 CHAINS

LEGEND
PATENTED LAND
CROWN LAND SALE

LEASES
LOCATED LAND
LICENSE OF OCCUPATION

ROADS
IMPROVED ROADS

RAILWAYS

POWER LINES

HARSH OR MUSKEG

TRAILS

-t——l——l—t-

NOTES
400' Surface RigMs Reservation a round 

oil Lake* and R ivers.

Flooding rights aiong short* of Abitibi Rivtr

License of Occupation No. 937 to cover all 

unpatented land along the shore* of the

R *er

- MINING LANDS .

DATE OF ISSUE 

OfiT 17 1974

MINISTRY 
OF NATURAL RESOURCES

200

PLAN NO.-M, 525

MINISTRY OF NATURAL RESOURCES!
SURVEYS AND WAGING --A-jf-



To Bobs Lake

B.L.00

2+OOS—

4 + OOS —

G4-OOS

8 + OOS

10 + OOS

12+00 S

In-phase'

•^Quadrature
i \ \

+ 20% O -2Q 

400' cable 1600 Hz.

NTERPRETATION LEGEND

AEM conductor.
In-phase amplitude in ppm.
(Apparent depth)

HEM conductor
Conductance 7 Apparent depth

Figure Kn-2

^Conductance category 
(see report J

S 7^/30'

Axis of narrow HEM 
conductor.

Covering dates of survey: Aug. 9 —Sept. 10, 1974

3.1592 KNOX
210
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— B LOO

•10-l-COS

MCINTYRE MINES LIMITED
MATHESON AREA, ONTARIO

KNOX I
CON. H, LOTS 8, 9 

HORIZONTAL LOOP EM- 17 SURVEY

N T. S No 42 A/ N.E.

DRAWN BY H R.

APPROVED

SCALE : l" = 200'

DRAWING No: P85-Kn2

DATE September, 1974

PATERSON GRANT 61 WATSON LIMITED
rONMITINC (n-.^PHVSk.ISIS, IORONTO, fANAOA



To Bobs Lake

B.L.00

24-OOS

4400S

6 + 00 S

84-003 —

10 + OOS

12 4-00 S

— B. LOO

INTERPRETATION LEGEND

Contour Interval : 50 gamma

HEM conductor. --

Axis of narrow 
HEM conductor

Possible fault •••••••- A/W/V AA/W

Covering dates of survey: Aug. 9 — Sept. 10, 1974

2.1592 KNOX 220

Figure Kn-3

MCINTYRE MINES LIMITED
MATHESON AREA, ONTARIO

KNOX I
CON. H, LOTS 8, 9 

VERTICAL FIELD MAGNETIC SURVEY

N.T S. No 42A/ N.E.

DRAWN BY H R 9 AH.

APPROVED

SCALE i t z 200

DRAWING No: P85-Kn3

DATE ; September, 1974

PATERSON C j R A NT Ok \\ 7ATSON LIMITEH
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